
Products and Services
KITTING
As the largest provider of maintenance kits and kitting services to the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Land and Maritime, Brighton 
Cromwell has the experience to effectively manage and grow kitting programs for even the most discerning customer.

Our customized kits can combine all the tools, parts and supplies necessary to support the warfighter globally, and address issues such as:

•   Vehicle maintenance  •   Vehicle or part upgrades  •   Resets

•   On-demand repairs  •   Overhauls   •   Fleet modifications

STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE & DATA ANALYTICS
Through our proprietary supply management and sourcing technology suite, SEDNASearch™, we serve both the government 
and our vendor partners who may not have the necessary market visibility and exposure to optimize their procurement, bidding 
or award performance. This important advantage enables us to serve both sides of the Defense Industry supply chain with 
uncompromising precision and reliability.

NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, ENGINEERING AND MISSION-CRITICAL OBSOLESCENCE
Brighton Cromwell offers comprehensive services to include testing, engineering, reverse engineering, manufacturing and  
product development services to our military and commercial customers. We develop technical data packages in compliance with 
MIL-STD-31000. We have saved the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) millions of dollars for parts on U.S weapon systems. 
Also, we have reduced logistics response times (LRT), in part through utilization of the DoD’s Replenish Parts Purchase or Borrow 
(RPPOB) and via commercial acquisition to ensure baseline compliance and in support of a new product development (NPD) cycle.

INTEGRATED PROCUREMENT
Brighton Cromwell is your one-stop answer for a total integrated supply solution and provides the best value logistics and contract 
management for the warfighter. Any part utilized by the DoD is quickly and accurately sourced while managing the complex 
logistics and procurement needs of the U.S and international military markets. At one site, with one order and with one invoice,  
it’s simple, efficient and complete.

VENDOR INTEGRATED PARTNERSHIP (VIP) PROGRAM
A dedicated Brighton Cromwell account representative works closely with every VIP daily to ensure that all expectations are 
exceeded and all processes are done correctly.

Among the benefits and advantages of this program are:

•   Pricing analysis & market research 

•   Strategic analysis & planning 

•   Maximizing Small Business Set 
Aside (SBSA) opportunities

•   Preparing and submitting price 
justifications, upon request

•   Quote validity extensions

•   Bid follow-ups

•   Protesting awards, when necessary

•   Contract compliance

•   Modification requests

•   Expediting requests

•   Military packaging

•   Monthly reporting on all DLA activity


